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Vision Project Reflection Paper

Goal: 

My original goal with this project was to cut down on the large amount of paper 

used in the library where I work.  Specifically my plan involved working with the techs to 

create a printer system that allowed one printer to be devoted to using only recycled 

paper (paper already printed on) and the other paper to be used for regular paper.  In 

addition I wanted to talk with and collaborate with teachers to let them know about this 

new possibility and to possibly encourage their students to print on recycled paper.

Process:

I knew from the beginning that getting support from the department chair in our 

department would be an important part of this project.  So after a department meeting I 

stopped and talked to her, telling her about my idea and asking if she would be willing to 

help.  She reacted very well to the idea, saying she thought it was great and then I 

should set up a meeting with our head of technology to talk about.  Having the 

department chair on board really helped give my request to set up a meeting with the 

head of technology more weight.

After my discussion with the department chair I emailed the head of tech and 

cced my department chair about setting up a meeting.  I figured this would give my 

request a little more attention in the head of tech’s inbox and also point out to the 

department chair the tasks I was taking to initiate my idea.  Unfortunately this is where I 

hit a snag because I didn’t hear back from the tech for over three weeks.  After a week 
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had gone by with no response, I emailed the tech again, and received an email back 

informing me he was on vacation.  So the next week I did finally get a response back 

from him.  However after this point I decided to communicate with him through phone or 

in person, both of which got much faster replies than emails.

During this time I also talked to various teachers that I knew used the library and 

told them about my idea to reduce wasted printers.  They were overall quite receptive 

and several of them even said they would encourage their students to use recycled 

paper.  It seemed to make a big difference that initiated these conversations casually 

and without using mass emails because I got a much higher response rate 

After I was able to contact the tech through a phone conversation, he came to 

the library and we talked about how I would like to have the printers set up.  He was 

really receptive to the idea and seemed to think it was a good one.  Then he talked 

about how he would go about making the two printers separate options for students to 

print too.  It was after trying his idea of how to make the change, that we learned that 

process wasn’t as simple as we originally thought.  

Obstacles:

By far the biggest obstacle to completing the project was the business and slow 

response time from the techs; which, considering their overall load of responsibility 

within the school and general understaffed status is quite understandable.  In addition 

the difficulty in getting responses by email ended up really slowing down my ability to 

connect with people and get things accomplished.  Also even after I was able to start 

working with the head of technology, he ran into issues that required working with 

another tech.  Then a school-wide tech emergency occurred which pushed back our 
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attempt to get the printers changed another week.  However throughout this project I 

was impressed that the techs kept my request a priority and didn’t just ignore me when 

they got busy.  I also worked quite hard in expressing appreciation for their time and 

patience during the process.

Outcome:

Overall I feel like I was able to accomplish my goal, now the students can select 

either of the two printers and choose whether they want to print to recycled paper or 

regular.  Unfortunately this was only accomplished last week due to the delays I 

encountered during the project, so I have yet to be able to see if this has had a 

discernable impact on how much paper we use.  However we have had several 

students express appreciation for being able to print on recycled paper and eventually 

as people get more used to the idea, we may consider changing the default to recycled 

paper instead of regular.

Lessons:

I think the two biggest lessons I took from this process was the importance of 

having people in authority buy in to an idea.  Having my department chair (and my direct 

boss) approve of and encourage my idea really helped make it happen.  Another big 

lesson I learned was actually brought up by one of my classmates in conversation 

before class and involves the importance of face to face or at least phone conversations 

over that of email.  As a frequent emailer, I can sometimes forget the way that a quick 

face to face encounter or phone call tends to lead to much quicker and more direct 

results than email.  I think this is especially true in larger organizations such as my high 
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school, where individuals can receive an overwhelming number of emails every day.  A 

simple phone call cuts through all that and helps ideas become reality.
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